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Abstract

Security has gained increasing relevance in the develop-

ment of embedded devices. Towards the aim of a secure sys-

tem at each level of the design, in this paper we address se-

curity aspects related to Networks-on-Chips (NoCs) archi-

tectures. After presenting the attacks most likely to address

NoCs, we survey existing academic and industrial secure

architectures relevant to our case, focusing in particular on

their communication infrastructure. We outline and propose

possible solutions to contrast some of the attacks described

and suggest the use of the NoC as a mean to monitor and

detect unexpected system behaviors 1.

1. Introduction

Networks-on-Chips (NoCs) [3], have appeared in recent

years as new strategy to connect and manage the commu-

nication among the variety of intellectual property blocks

required in complex System-on-Chips (SoCs).

However, the advantages introduced by the use of such

a complex communication infrastructure may lead to new

weaknesses in the system that should be subjected to careful

studies and evaluations. While NoCs have been an emerg-

ing area of academic and research interest, security in such

systems remains so far mainly unexplored. Therefore, in

this work we focus on the security aspects related to the in-

tercommunication infrastructure and we provide an outline

of possible techniques that could be applied to NoCs to con-

tribute to the overall security of the system.

First, in Section 2, we present a classification of the

type of attacks addressing an embedded system, in partic-

ular focusing on the analysis of those attacks that may ex-

ploit weaknesses in the communication system. Then, in

1This work has been carried out under the MEDEA+ LoMoSA+ Project

and is partially funded by KTI - The Swiss Innovation Promotion Agency

- Project Nr. 7945.1 NMPP-NM.

Section 3, we present an overview of th most relevant aca-

demic and industrial works related to the security aspects

on a NoC and on more general SoCs. In Section 4, we in-

troduce what we think could represent the main blocks and

characteristics of an Intrusion Detection System for NoCs,

and in the last Section we outline future developments along

such research lines.

2 Security problems in NoCs architectures

As presented in [10], security attacks to an embedded

system can be classified in different ways. If we consider

a classification in terms of the agents used to perform the

attack, they can be grouped as software attacks, physical or

invasive attacks and side channel attacks.

In the first group we can include all attacks launched

through software agents such as viruses, worms and trojan

horses, carried out, for instance, using pitfalls in code con-

structs, such as in the case of buffer overflow attacks [4].

Physical attacks require physical intrusion in the embed-

ded system at some level. They imply the use of sophis-

ticated micro-probing techniques, involving de-packaging

and reconstruction of the layout, in order to infer at var-

ious granularity the architectural structures and values on

the buses and interfaces of the components.

Side channel attacks are based on information gained

from the physical implementation of the system, such as

power consumption, timing information, or electromagnetic

leaks. They exploit the correlation between the information

measured and the execution flow generating it.

The adoption in SoCs of a complex communication

paradigm may introduce additional weaknesses in the sys-

tem. However, as we will discuss later on, such a non-trivial

layered infrastructure can be also employed to detect spe-

cific attacks.
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2.1 Specific attacks addressing NoCs

Systems based on NoCs can be subjected to attacks ad-

dressing their specific structure. In particular, three types of

attacks can be identified [7].

Denial of Service (DoS) attacks aim at lowering sys-

tem performance in several ways. Among those, Band-

width Reduction attacks aim at reducing the communication

bandwidth through the transmission of frequent and useless

packets, in order to cause high latency in the on-chip com-

munications, up to the saturation of the network. Operation

life of battery operated embedded systems is the target of

Draining or Sleep Deprivation attacks. This particular type

of attack can be performed through continuous sending of

requests to the victim of the attack, in order to make it exe-

cute power-hungry tasks.

Extraction of secret information aims at reading sensitive

data, critical instructions or information kept in areas of the

memory or in configuration registers in specific targets. It

can be performed exploiting buffer overflow or similar tech-

niques addressing software weaknesses.

Hijacking attacks aim at altering the execution or config-

uration of the system in order to make it perform tasks set

by the attacker in addition to its normal duties, such as in the

case of the exploitation of buffer overflow to bypass Digital

Right Management’s protection in audio CODEC [5].

3 On-chip secure architectures: state of the

art

This section presents an overview of the most recent re-

search work related to the security aspects of a NoC. We

analyze here as well some relevant security solutions for

more general SoCs.

The paper in [8] presents a framework to secure the ex-

change of cryptographic keys within a NoC, addressing in

particular the protection from power/EM attacks of a sys-

tem containing non-secure cores as well as secure ones.

The framework supports authentication, encryption, key ex-

change, new user’s keys and public key storage, and sim-

ilar procedures. No unencrypted key leaves the cores on

the NoC and only secure IP cores running trusted software

are supported. At the network level, security is based on

symmetric key cryptography, where each secure core has

its own security wrapper storing a private network key in a

non-volatile memory.

Evain and Diguet [7] address security vulnerable spots

introduced by the use of NoCs in SoCs. Three possible net-

work implementations can be considered, i.e., full ASIC,

full FPGA and mixed, and the system can be divided in se-

cure and non-secure areas. Depending on the level of con-

figurability of the system, several attack scenarios are iden-

tified. To avoid bandwidth denial, the use of low and high
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Figure 1. System example partitioning secure

and nonsecure area with TrustZone [2].

security virtual channels is proposed to transmit informa-

tion in the secure area, giving higher priority to the infor-

mation flowing in the latter. Multi-boundary filtering can

be moreover considered to separate non-secure areas from

secure areas. Initiators of the communication are uniquely

identified through a routing techniques allowing the compu-

tation of the backward path at the target’s Network Interface

(NI).

Due to the increasing relevance that security aspects are

gaining in SoC design, we provide hereafter an overview of

more extensive and implementation-related work presented

in the case of general SoC architectures.

The ARM approach to enabling trusted computing within

the embedded world is based on the concept of the Trust-

Zone Platform [2]. A TrustZone architecture is divided

into secure and non-secure regions (see Figure 1). A Non-

Secure indicator bit, ’NS’, determines the security operation

state of the various components and it can only be accessed

through the ’Secure Monitor’ processor mode, accessible

only through a limited set of entry points. This mode is al-

lowed to switch the system between secure and non-secure

state, allowing a core in the secure state to gain higher lev-

els of privilege. With regard to the interconnection system,

the AMBA AXI Configurable Interconnect supports secure-

aware transactions. Transactions requested by masters are

monitored by a specific TrustZone controller, which is in

charge to abort those considered illegal. Support to periph-

erals using the AMBA APB protocol is also provided.

Sonics [1] provides in its SMART Interconnect solutions

an on-chip programmable security ”firewall” to protect sys-

tem integrity and media content processed. This is imple-

mented through an optional access protection mechanism

to designate up to 8 protection regions within the address

space of specified targets. The mechanism can be dynamic

and role-dependent, with sizes and locations of the protec-

tion regions programmable at run-time and with permis-

sions defined as a function of the initiator attempting the
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SourceID.Role.MemAddr Load/Store

0x 01 0 00XXXXXX 11

0x 2D 0 000XXXXX 11

0x 2D 1 000XXXXX 10

0x 2D 1 001XXXXX 10

0x 03 3 002XXXXX 01

0x 03 1 003XXXXX 10

0x 0F 0 003XXXXX 11

0x 0F 1 001XXXXX 10

Figure 2. Lookup table to implement memory

protection

access and of its processing role. Each protection region is

assigned to one of four levels of priority. In case of secu-

rity violations, these are communicated to initiators and/or

security controller.

4 Towards a secure on-chip communication

infrastructure

In this Section, we outline some possible solutions to

contrast some of the attacks described in Section 2. We

believe that a complex communication infrastructure such

as a NoC could support the design of a secure embedded

system providing additional services to the standard com-

munication tasks and we suggest its use as a possible mean

to monitor and detect unexpected system behaviors. There-

fore, as first step towards this goal, we outline several com-

ponents that could constitute the building blocks of a more

general Intrusion Detection System for a SoC adopting the

NoC paradigm.

4.1 Address Protection Unit

Access to sensitive information in memory and configu-

ration registers should be restricted to avoid buffer overflow

or attacks aiming at stealing or modifying sensitive infor-

mation. This can be achieved adopting an Address Protec-

tion Unit (APU) that enforces access control rules specify-

ing how a component of the NoC can access the protected

device. The APU, embedded in the target’s NI, will sup-

ply services similar to those offered by a classical ”firewall”

in data networks. Implementations strongly depend on the

protocol chosen to transmit the packets over the network,

but they will be mainly based on a lookup table where to

each entry is associated the access permission for a region

in the address space.

Each entry in the table will be indexed by the concatena-

tion of information transmitted in the header of the packet

along with the request of access. The information univo-

cally identifies the transaction. In Figure 2, a possible

schematic implementation of an APU is shown. The iden-

tity of the initiator (SourceID), the address to which the ini-

tiator desires to access (MemAddr), the role assumed by

the initiator (user, supervisor, secure mode, etc.) are used to

lookup the access right (Load and/or Store) for the targeted

memory block / register. For efficiency, only allowed ac-

cesses are recorded in the table. Moreover, Don’t cares (X)

are used to compact the table, grouping addresses in blocks.

4.2 Bandwidth guarantee

Quality of Service techniques can be used to reserve for

each IP the desired bandwidth fraction, in order to contrast

Bandwidth Reduction attacks due to malicious code running

on a selected IP core and sending continuous and useless

requests and data through the network. A possible solution

to assure a fair utilization of the bandwidth can be achieved

by using weighted round robin arbitration schemes [6] in

each router, modified in order to be able to detect attempts

to exceed the reserved quota and to signal the problem to

a security manager core. Weights should be tuned in order

to satisfy bandwidth requirements defined at design time, in

order to avoid false positives. This is suitable for embedded

systems, where for a specific use case the general behavior

of the system in terms of data flow remains almost fixed

during the entire lifetime of the device.

4.3 Security Automata

Security Automata were first proposed [9] in software

engineering to model penetrations in the system as series of

state changes, leading from an initial secure state to a target

compromised state.

In NoCs, Security Automata could be employed for sim-

ilar purposes, to monitor transactions requested by the IP

cores and processed by the NI. In the hypothetical Secu-

rity Automata shown in Figure 3, transactions monitored

include information regarding destination and/or initiator,

local address of the target IP and operation requested. Secu-

rity Automata can be implemented at the initiator’s or at the

target’s NI, depending on the scenario monitored. Behav-

iors likely to be monitored include known attacks carried

out from/to IP cores in the system and specific and criti-

cal fixed routines, typical of the embedded system environ-

ment.

4.4 Intrusion Detection Systems

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), first introduced in

software engineering to detect security violations [9], col-

lect data from several monitors embedded in the system and

analyze them to discover attempts of attack.
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Figure 3. A hypothetical Security Automata

monitoring transactions at the initiator’s NI

Focusing on the communication channel, we outline here

the implementation of a security framework collecting data

from monitors embedded in the NIs or in routers located in

critical positions in the NoC. As outlined in the previous

sections, characteristics or activities likely to be monitored

are:

• Buffer occupancy: number of elements in the buffers

should be monitored in order to detect anomalous be-

havior of traffic in the network, caused for instance by

Denial of Service attacks. Deviations from behaviors

expected at design time will raise alarm signals.

• Anomalous behavior of power manager: NoC-based

systems adopting power management blocks [11] can

be subjected to Sleep Deprivation attacks, aiming at

keeping the core active and working at full processing

speed, or to Thermal attacks, aiming at overheating the

core and causing malfunctioning in the system. Also

in these cases, deviations from the statistical model of

the ideal working conditions (size of queues, number

of requests per time window, foreseen maximum full-

speed working time, etc.) should be monitored in order

to raise a warning flag of security violation.

• Unauthorized access to secure memory locations: an

Address Protection Unit module can be employed to

deny access to restricted parts of memory to unautho-

rized entities. In case of such attempts, the identity of

the attacker can be easily discovered, raising an alarm

and potentially isolating the ”malicious” IP from the

system, ”sealing” the initiator’s NI.

• Violation of execution of critical routines: the execu-

tion of critical programs, routines or known attacks can

be monitored by using Security Automata. Also in

these cases, unexpected behaviors will raise security

alarms.

A Security Manager Core will take care of managing all

the warning signals coming from the different monitors in

the system. Type of monitor, attacker (initiator) identity,

target IP are examples of the information identifying an at-

tack. The core can be implemented in hardware, software,

or a combination of the two, depending on the flexibility

that the system should have. An established Trusted Com-

puting Base, consisting of a secure kernel running on the

main processor, is needed to safely configure the core, de-

tect and elaborate security violations and react to the attacks

with the appropriate countermeasures.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we addressed the problem of security in em-

bedded devices, with particular emphasis on systems adopt-

ing the Networks-on-Chips paradigm. We analyzed the

state of the art of academic and industrial solutions, propos-

ing the introduction of a series of modules that could be

used to increase the level of security in NoC-based systems.

The work represents a first step towards the exploitation of

the intrinsic characteristics of the communication system

to monitor the general behavior and detect attempts of at-

tack. In future work, further investigation will be necessary

to evaluate the right trade off between the security services

provided, the performance of the system and the overhead

in terms of area, energy consumption and cost.
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